
Newstripe’s Infield Grooming Equipment

Newstripe, Inc. offers a complete line of field painting machines, infield groomers, 
groomers, drags and stencils.

Visit our web site at www.newstripe.com or call toll free 1-800-624-6706

Newstripe’s Infield Groomers feature adjustable 
cutting depth, drag and roller height positions. 
Their versatility can address a wide variety 
of field conditions and maintenance levels. 
Backed by our 18-month warranty, all feature 
industrial components and are built with the 
heaviest material for years of service. 
 
Dirt Doctor™
The 6’ wide Dirt Doctor model is our heaviest unit requiring 
fullsized tractors and uses a 3-point hitch for serious 
reconditioning up to a 3” depth. Reversible harrow teeth and 
our unique pulverizer bar with drag section and compacting 
roller can break up hard packed material, remove grass clumps 
and leave a playable surface in one pass. A Broom Kit or 
Finishing Drag are available options.

Dirt Doctor Jr™
Designed for compact tractors or 4WD utility vehicles, the 4’ 
wide Dirt Doctor Jr features the same type pulverizer bar and 
drag as the larger Dirt Doctor plus, No Tool height changes. This 
groomer features an optional Finishing Broom and is available 
in a tow or 3-point hitch model.

Dirt Medic™
Break up packed surfaces, level ridges and ruts, and finish 
broom with the 4’ wide Dirt Medic. Built with the durability 
of our larger units, but weighing less than 200 lbs, the Dirt 
Medic can be towed with garden tractors, ATV’s or light utility 
vehicles. A simple hand crank adjusts angles of both the harrow 
teeth and planing blade simultaneously. The teeth may be 
completely raised to use just the blade and/or broom.

See the Dirt Doctor Models
in action at

www.newstripe.com
and use our shopping cart

to conveniently order on line.

Eco-Liner SP™ Heavy Duty Dryliners

Dirt Doctor™

Dirt Doctor Jr.™

Dirt Medic™
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Newstripe’s Field Maintenance Equipment
Drag King™
Basic model has a 48” width with reversible harrow/
planing blade and debris basket. Optional scarifier 
allows for cuts up to 1” depth.

Drag Lite™
Industrial rubber mat won’t rust or kink. Heavy lead bar 
cuts or smooths. Available in 3’ or 6’ widths.

Nail Drags™
3’ and 5’ widths break up compacted soil for improved
drainage. Includes wheel kit that allows for depth 
adjustment and easy transportation.Drag King™

SafeMark Locators

Drag Lite™ Nail Drag™

Heavy Duty DryLiners

Standard DryLiners

Line Caddy System
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NewLiner™ Dry Line Markers
Both Heavy Duty and Standard models 

feature galvanized steel containers, handle 
mounted controls for 2” or 4” wide lines 

with 1/2” axles. Pneumatic tires and “sight 
window” on Heavy Duty models.

See our full line of infield
groomer’s and field

maintenance products
at www.newstripe.com

And use our shopping cart
to conveniently order on line.
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